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Abstract—The past few years several cloud services offer
automated machine learning software. This enables non-experts
to build sophisticated predictive models so they can focus on
their area of expertise instead, and use these state-of-the-art
machine learning techniques. These were the same principles
that guided the development of the surrogate modeling (SUMO)
toolbox to assist engineers during (virtual) product design and
rapid prototyping with state-of-the-art machine learning methods.
A proof of concept was developed, which exposes the technologies
of the SUMO toolbox as a network service, offering them to the
devices attached to the same network. Both the implementation
of the service as well as the possibilities for Internet of Things
are discussed.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Direct experiments in the physical world are often infeasible or impractical for many science and engineering design
applications (e.g., car crashes, earthquake propagation, etc.).
Therefore often complex physics-based simulation code is
used to perform virtual experiments. The downside of using
these simulation codes is their heavy computational demands.
A single evaluation of high-ﬁdelity simulations may require
hours, days or even weeks.
To expedite this process, the construction of a cheap-toevaluate approximation constructed on a small set of simulator
evaluations which mimics the simulator response has become
a standard approach. The data-driven approximation (known
as surrogate model, metamodel or response surface model) is
then used for optimization, sensitivity analysis, design space
exploration, or any other application relying heavily on evaluation. Several approximation methods have been successfully
used in many applications over the years [1]–[5].
For this approach to be effective, only a small amount
of data points evaluated by the simulator (samples) should
sufﬁce to build an accurate approximation. Traditionally the
data points were all chosen upfront, followed by a modeling
phase with automated optimization of the model parameters
(hyperparameter optimization). This approach often results
in either too much data points evaluated (oversampled), or
a lack of evaluations which results in an inaccurate model
(undersampled). To improve this workﬂow it was turned into
an iterative process (referred to as sequential design) with an
adaptive sampling algorithm selecting additional data points
in each iteration as needed, guided by all information that has
already been retrieved in earlier iterations.
c
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Earlier several methodologies for sequential design, such as
automated modeling and optimal selection of new data points,
have been bundled into the SUMO Toolbox [6], a state-of-theart tool for surrogate modeling with sequential design. The
toolbox hides a lot of complexity and automates many tasks,
allowing its users (primarily engineers) to focus on their goals
(e.g., product design) instead. This focus makes the toolbox
also suitable for other applications if these methodologies were
available as a network service, also referred to as Machine
Learning-as-a-Service (MLaaS). This can be particularly useful
in the context of Internet of Things (IoT): the user of the
toolbox would no longer be a physical person, but a different
network service or an attached device requiring for instance
accurate predictions, assistance with measurements or optimization for its internal process.
This article ﬁrst describes the SUMO Toolbox and its
design philosophy in Section II. In Section III the principles
of MLaaS and the existing technologies are explained. Furthermore, several use cases are given where methodologies
of the SUMO toolbox can assist devices and applications
in IoT. Finally, the implementation prototype is discussed in
Section IV.
II.

SUMO T OOLBOX

The SUMO Toolbox was designed primarily as research
platform for fully automated adaptive construction of surrogate
models featuring high extensibility. Given a data set or simulator, the aim is constructing a surrogate model automatically
given many possible approaches: problems are different in
nature and will typically require a dedicated solution strategy.
The entire process is automated as model parameters are
automatically tuned, and samples can be selected on the ﬂy.
By default, the toolbox is conﬁgured according to the
principles of sequential design as illustrated in Figure 1. The
process initiates from a set of data points, which are evaluated
(using simulation codes in the context of surrogate modeling).
An intermediate model is built and its hyperparameters are
chosen automatically. When the model is sufﬁciently accurate
(or any other stopping condition has been met) the ﬁnal
model is returned. If this is not the case an adaptive sampling
algorithm picks additional data points for evaluation and the
process repeats by simulation of these points. When the
intermediate models are not required by the adaptive sampling
routine, it is also possible to run the adaptive sampling

Fig. 1. Flowchart of surrogate modeling with sequential design. An initial data set is simulated and automatically modeled. When the model does not meet
the requirements, an adaptive sampling algorithm selects additional data points, which are simulated and another model is built. This continues until the preset
modeling goals have been met, or any other stopping criterion is met.

routine a few times without model building (as indicated by
the dashed arrow). The toolbox has been used previously in
several successful engineering applications in several domains
including electronics [7].

•

Assembling a clean data set from several sources (ﬂat
text, RDBMS, NoSQL stores, ...). Functionality is
offered to remove highly correlated variables, handle
missing values, apply mathematical transforms, etc.

The toolbox conﬁguration is represented by means of an
XML ﬁle, allowing the conﬁguration and composition of all
different plugins into the modeling workﬂow for a speciﬁc
problem. Many different plugins are available for the different
sub-problems: model types include rational functions, Kriging,
[8], splines, Support Vector Machines (SVM) [9]–[11], Artiﬁcial Neural Networks (ANN), Extreme Learning Machines
(ELM) [12], Least Squares-SVM (LS-SVM) [13] or Random
Forests [14]. Hyperparameter optimization algorithms include
Particle Swarm Optimization [15], Efﬁcient Global Optimization [16] (commonly referred to as Bayesian optimization),
simulated annealing, and Genetic Algorithms. Model selection
can be done with cross-validation, but also AIC, a Leaveout set and LRM [17] are available, as well as sample
selection approaches such as random, error based, density
based [18], [19] or hybrid methods [20]. Popular Design of
Experiments methodologies for computer experiments such as
Latin hypercube [21], [22] or Box-Bhenken are included as
well. Evaluation of samples can be done locally or distributed
on a cluster when expensive simulation code is used.

•

Automated modeling: machine learning algorithms
for supervised (regression or classiﬁcation) and unsupervised learning can be applied to the data set to
build a predictive model. These models are completely
autonomous and automatically tune their parameters.
The optimal model type can be chosen automatically
as well.

•

Quality assessment of the model using test data to
verify its performance.

•

Automated deployment of the model as a cloud service. This allows other applications to use the model,
using an API.

III.

M ACHINE L EARNING - AS - A -S ERVICE (ML AA S)

A. Description
Recently, several big companies including Amazon [23],
Google [24], IBM [25], Microsoft [26] or bigML [27] have
deployed cloud services for automated machine learning. This
is often referred to as Machine Learning-as-a-service (MLaaS)
following the cloud paradigms SaaS, PaaS and IaaS (although
MLaaS is not a new paradigm, depending on what is offered it
is covered by at least one of these three). The main purpose of
these services is to offer a fast and scalable access to Machine
Learning technology to model data and deploy a prediction
service. Roughly, the functionality of these services can be
characterized as follows:

The research area that aims to automate these tasks is referred
to as AutoML [28]: the primary objective is user-friendliness
and automated approaches requiring no input other than the
data allowing users without a machine learning background
to build predictions. The original design goals of the SUMO
toolbox are very closely related to these principles as the
motivation was to develop a tool for automated modeling
and sequential data collection, allowing engineers to focus on
product design instead of machine learning [29], [30]. This
implies many of the modeling and sampling methodologies in
the SUMO toolbox were implemented with these principles in
mind (especially automated modeling and quality assessment).
Following these developments, effort was made to improve
accessibility to the implementations of the SUMO toolbox
(i.e., exposing the functionality over the network). Our primary
goal is the integration of adaptive modeling and sampling
methodologies in Internet of Things (IoT) applications: in this
setting the SUMO toolbox will permit devices to focus on their
speciﬁc task instead of machine learning, as it already does for
the design engineer.

B. Applications for IoT
The availability of SUMO toolbox components as a network service (implementation is discussed in Section IV)
facilitates usage for automated machine learning in IoT applications. Prime candidates are the implemented models and
automated model building strategies: several algorithms for
hyperparameter optimization including an approach which also
selects the optimal model type [31], [32]. Possible use cases
include applications and devices submitting data to the service.
When the model is ready it can be used for prediction purposes
such as prediction of temperature, signal throughput, output
quality of a production process etc. This is similar to what
is offered by the corporate cloud providers, although the ﬁnal
model is not hosted as a cloud service but transmitted as a
mathematical expression. This offers speciﬁc advantages for
usage of the service by IoT devices which are not necessarily
permanently connected to the network: the model is evaluated
locally (on the embedded system) and can still be used when
the device is no longer connected. In addition, the SUMO
Toolbox can be instructed to prefer compact models during
model training (through multi-objective hyperparameter optimization [33]): this is very useful to generate small models for
devices with only limited computational power (at the expense
of model accuracy).
A second class of toolbox components that are relevant
for application of machine learning in IoT are the sampling
algorithms. In sequential design, these approaches collect the
data optimally to improve the model towards a speciﬁc goal
with a minimum amount of evaluations. When the goal is
ﬁnding an optimum, Efﬁcient Global Optimization (EGO) [16]
is typically used: this algorithm constructs a Gaussian Process
from the evaluated data points, and uses its prediction variance
to calculate the Expected Improvement (EI) criterion to pick
the next evaluation. In literature, this is often referred to as
Bayesian optimization [34]. This approach can be used by
device(s) that require process calibration (for instance the parameters of a communication protocol between several sensors,
with the objective of maximizing throughput): run information
is submitted to the service and when the job is started, it will
iteratively suggest a new conﬁguration and ask to report the
performance on the objective. As EGO is known to require
only a limited number of iterations, a good conﬁguration can
be found within acceptable time and the additional cost of
the network communication is minimal. Furthermore, other
(multi-objective) surrogate-based optimization techniques such
as Efﬁcient Multi-objective Optimization are supported as
well [35]. A potential application of this functionality is onthe-ﬂy optimization of parameters of network communication
protocols, in order to maximize the throughput [5].
When the goal is an accurate model, space-ﬁlling sequential methods [18] can be used, or methods that analyse the
responses [20], [36] and intermediate models [37] to increase
sampling density in areas that are more difﬁcult to model
(poles, discontinuities, strong non-linearities etc). The beneﬁt
of the latter is illustrated in Figure 2: instead of purely spaceﬁlling, the generated experimental design increases focus on a
non-linear region. This is speciﬁcally useful for devices which
are used to actively acquire data, such as for instance dronebased measuring [38], [39], or devices such as robot vacuum
cleaners. Rather than performing simulations, a drone collects

Fig. 2. Peaks function sampled with the FLOLA-Voronoi [36] method for
sequential design. Clearly, the algorithm has focussed on the central regions
which is more dynamic compared to the ﬂat surroundings.

real-time measurements. The common goal remains to acquire
as much information as possible given a limited time span
(as batteries run out). The drone contacts the service for the
optimal route it has to ﬂy, and submits those measurements to
retrieve the next path. At the same time, the service can already
apply online model building, to assure models are ready when
the measurement process is ﬁnalized.
IV.

SUMO-ML AA S I MPLEMENTATION

The SUMO toolbox has been implemented in MATLAB
and has grown into a mature tool for product design over
the years. The release of MATLAB R2015a introduces a
Python library, offering signiﬁcant interaction possibilities.
This greatly accelerated the development of a network-based
service functionality for the SUMO toolbox. A prototype of
a multi-threaded service has been implemented in Python: an
illustration of the architecture is given in Figure 3. The SUMOMLaaS service on the master node controls one or several
MATLAB processes with the SUMO toolbox installed and
loaded, and serves as an endpoint towards devices. Jobs can be
submitted and started through an XML-RPC interface (using
the native Python library), which also offers the functionality
to submit data ﬁles. It is also possible to run the service
conﬁgured in slave mode on different nodes to allow running
several jobs concurrently across multiple machines. Locally,
the parallel mode of the SUMO Toolbox can be enabled to
take advantage of multi-core CPU architectures.
To expose an interface to monitor jobs and display their
results, an integrated webservice built on top of Tornado [40]
was developed. It offers the content of the output directory
of a run (including the model, proﬁler information, model
plots, the toolbox conﬁguration used for the run and various
other information regarding the run) over the HTTP protocol.
The information is also aggregated into a webpage. Secondly
Tornado also sets up a WebSocket to collect and process the log
messages of the SUMO instances. As the SUMO Toolbox has
always used the native Java Logging API, this only required
adding a speciﬁc handler which sends the messages to the
WebSocket. Note that the service automatically generates the
required conﬁguration for the logger and adds it to the SUMO
conﬁguration before a run is started.

Fig. 3. Overview of the SUMO-MLaaS architecture. SUMO instances are controlled by a network service, exposing an XML-RPC interface to submit jobs.
IoT devices (including lightweight) can utilize the functionality, and interact with the runs through a tornado webserver.

Tornado also sets up a public WebSocket interface. When
connecting to this WebSocket it is possible to request the logging messages of a running job on one of the SUMO instances:
this allows development of all forms of (possibly automated)
monitoring applications to keep IoT devices informed of the
modeling progress. Furthermore it can also be used to send
responses when a SUMO run with sequential design requests a
new data point (for instance when SUMO is used for Bayesian
optimization). The SUMO toolbox collects this data internally
by a speciﬁc datasource plugin which listens a second internal
WebSocket offered by Tornado when data has been requested.
Sharing the ﬁrst internal WebSocket was impossible due to the
microkernel architecture of the toolbox, with the functionality
implemented in two different plugins.
Once a model has been trained and validated, exporting the
model can be done by downloading either the SUMO model
which can be used on a local MATLAB installation, or by
obtaining an automatically generated function (containing a
mathematical expression) in javascript or Python. The function
encodes the mathematical expression which corresponds to the
SUMO model, and can be loaded into applications or devices
attached to the network. This feature can be used for fast and
automated integration of the predictive models.
V.

non-commercial alternative. Furthermore, the solutions offered
by cloud providers come with user friendly interfaces while
our current focus is offering automated machine learning to
IoT devices, although our architecture allows development of
such interface later on. As an additional advantage, surrogate
models are essentially computationally cheap mathematical
expressions which can be transferred to the devices for local
evaluation: this is very suitable for usage in an IoT context.
The sampling techniques target a more speciﬁc range of IoT
applications. To our knowledge, these kind of algorithms are
not (yet) readily available off the shelf in other services.
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